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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
SO. ANDRES CASTELLANO MARTÍ has contributed to the dictionary with 7 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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-so
So.en lands Valencia, all those who take them and impose their culture, we are in the writings that can be read, the titles
that give people, because of their nobility or studies. Thus we have Castilian titles, the Catalans, the Arabs, the
Visigoths, and Romans. But we have a title that it is not written, be applied by the natural storytelling kept alive and omit
the writing, and is older than all the cultures mentioned that if they write title gave the former natural Valencian, and also
give the natural current, depending on its nature. It is the title of So. Title with which who gives us, tells us that sees us
as his Lord and brother. Title by which human all Valencian are considered brothers on belief and gentlemen in
greatness.  The title has two meanings; secular is So; religious is Sor. The title of So, just keep it in Valencian land those
who are faithful to the tradition of natural and living with nature the beliefs of the water and fire. OS. Andrés Spanish
Martí. Thank you.

cansalá
The name of Cansalà, both in Majorcan or Catalan, Valencian, indicates the pork bacon. Although in these languages
and ancient spiritual belief does the name give to all those who live in darkness, to the confusion, the negative, who
thoroughly or without harm.? The name gave them the Aveadores of the Fireworks to all persons who violated against
Valencian traditions and beliefs. It is at the same time, he is created or refuses, preventive curse or God corrects those
that deserve. It is one of the attributes of the Foc Stot dedicated to the Ninot.

cansalá
We have a lot of names in the current language that deciding understand them all. Other are on the other hand, very few
pronounced them, as many people to listen to them do not understand them;? they are the names that old religious
beliefs banned is mentioned.  And this is the case of the ancient and ancestral name do Cansalà do.?? Name refers to
that normal in Occitan, Catalan, Balearic Islands, Valencia, land appoints pork bacon. But pronounced by the followers
of the Valencian aquifer and flamboyant belief is maximum curse to conduct contrary to the reasoning and honor.
Because Cansalà is indication of negative behavior, and at the same time curse that God himself for. The name of do
Cansalà do view mentalized by the judges of the Court of the waters of Valentia of all time, to which fear all that by this
Court are tried.?? Because of these mind her sentence always met. OS. Andrés Spanish Martí. Thank you.


